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I.

Introduction

This engineering exhibit is prepared in support of a minor modification to the authorized
construction permit of TV station WRUA-DT Fajardo, Puerto Rico. It is proposed to modify
the present construction permit to, reduce WRUA-DT radiation center above ground and
increase effective radiated power to 50kW. Eastern Television Corporation, WRUA-DT
licensee, did not file for expanded facilities during the 2017 window do to the uncertainty of
the licensed site future availability after hurricanes Irma and Maria caused extensive
damages to it, nearly two years after the hurricanes, the site reconstruction is not complete
but the tower owner has indicated that tower space for the proposed WRUA-DT antenna is
now available. WRUA-DT transitioned to the post-repack assigned channel with reduced
power facilities and is promptly working to complete the full power facilities. Because the
proposed facilities will minimally increase the WRUA-DT coverage contour, Eastern
Television Corporation request a waiver of the FCC’s April 5, 2013, Freeze Order Public
Notice (DA 13-618) and state the following: The proposed facility contour increase is
minimal, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands transitioned to the post-repack channels on
August 1st, 2018. Due to the large distance to the mainland, no stations that were
reassigned to new channels as part of the repack and have yet to complete the transition to
their post-auction channels will be affected. The proposed WRUA-DT facility is compliant
with all interference protection requirements. The results of the interference analysis using
FCC’s TVStudy version 2.2.5 predicted service and interference analysis tool, using a cell size
of 0.5 Km and a profile point spacing of 0.14 km, are attached hereto. The instant proposal
is compliant with the principal city coverage requirements of Fajardo, Puerto Rico as
illustrated in the Predicted Coverage Contours exhibit.

II.

Protection to FCC Monitoring Station and Arecibo Observatory

The proposed WRUA-DT facility is located 70.0 KM from the FCC monitoring station at
Santa Isabel, Puerto Rico, because of the low ERP of the WRUA-DT radiation and the
intervening terrain toward the Santa Isabel monitoring station no adverse effects to the
monitoring station are expected. Pursuant to Section 73.1030 of the FCC Rules,
concurrently with the filling of this application the Arecibo Observatory is being notified of the
proposed facility.
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